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Abst rac t - -The  sextet polynomial that counts different ways of selecting varying number of res- 
onating sextets on the hexagonal system is computed using a search based symbol manipulation 
algorithm. This is a #P  Complete combinatorial enumeration problem, and artificial intelligence 
(AI) is employed for efficient enumeration. This is done by selective exploration of the semantic 
tree defined for that purpose. Hexagons of the graph are defined as symbols and each node of the 
tree is defined as a set of mutually disjoint hexagon patterns of the graph. The sextet polynomial 
is generated by enumerating a suitable subset of the nodes of the tree. A pruning heuristic that 
avoids redundant branches by a priori learning at selected intelligent branches of the semantic tree 
is designed. (~) 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Graphs considered here are finite, planar, connected, and without cut vertices that can be fit 
in hexagonal lattice in which all the fundamental rings are hexagons. Such graphs are called 
hexagonal systems (HS) and also are termed benzenoid systems [1] or polyhexes in the chemical 
literature. Let h be a hexagon in G. The h-deleted graph G - (h) is obtained by removing all 
the vertices in h along with their incident edges. If G - (h) has a perfect matching, then the 
hexagon h is defined as a sextet [2]. Given two hexagons g and h of G, they are said to be disjoint 
or resonating if the removal of the hexagon g will not force [3] any fixed bonds over h. 
Computation of sextet polynomials [4] is one of the typical combinatorial enumeration prob- 
lems, which involves the enumeration of goal states whose number increase xponentially with 
graph size. As this is a #P Complete [5] enumeration problem, artificial intelligence (AI) tech- 
niques are used here to extend the tractable limit of the problem. 
The sextet polynomial [6] of a benzenoid system H with h sextets is defined as 
S(H; x) = Z s(H; k)x k, 
k=0 
where s(H; k) counts the different ways of selecting k disjoint sextets in B. By definition, 
s(H; 0) = 1. The sextet polynomial has been introduced in chemical graph theory to explain 
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the aromatic stabilization of benzenoid hydrocarbons [1,7,8] using the theory of Clar sextets [9]. 
It is also useful to estimate the local aromatic properties of benzenoid hydrocarbons [10-13]. 
The last coefficient enumerates the number of Clar valence structures, which represent major 
contributors to the ground state wave function of benzenoid hydrocarbons [9]. 
The sextet polynomial is also related to many other chemical graph-theoretic invariants [4,14]. 
For a benzenoid system H, the independence polynomial of its inner dual [1,8,15] and the sextet 
polynomial of H are identical. For cata-condensed systems, the value of s(H; 1) gives the number 
of perfect matchings of H. It has been conjectured that there exists a one-to-one correspondence 
between the sextet patterns and perfect matchings of polyhexes [16]. Several attempts have been 
made to prove this conjecture by defining a novel entity called a supersextet [2,17,18]. 
The computation ofS(H; x) poses erious difficulties due to its enumerative nature. Attempts 
have been made to modify this problem into other related problems for which computational 
procedures are readily available. For unbranched cata-condensed benzenoids, the characteristic 
polynomial of the associated trees called caterpillars [17] gives S(H; x) (see [19]). But a universal 
computer algorithm that is applicable to all generalized polyhexes [18,20], where S(H;x) is 
defined, is still lacking. Hand computation becomes impractical for larger graphs. But for 
concepts like supersextet and novel domains like fullerenes [21], etc., testing the validity is a 
process which is impractical without he assistance ofcomputers. Here, we describe an algorithm 
that satisfies all these demands to a reasonable degree with the help of artificial intelligence. 
This is the first algorithm to compute the sextet polynomial of a general polyhex and is a 
symbol manipulation algorithm based on search. It is to be noted that, for unbranched cata- 
condensed systems, the sextet polynomial can be computed as the characteristic polynomial of 
their associated caterpillar trees [17]. 
2. STRUCTURE OF  THE INFERENCE ENGINE 
Let H be a hexagonal system (HS) with h hexagons. The hexagons of h are treated as symbols 
by the inference mechanism. The set of all such hexagons in G forms a finite alphabet ~. Let L 
be the language formed from ~ by using disjoint set union '*' as operator [22]. A string u of 
length n is the subset of disjoint hexagons in L, represented asUl... un (or u(~; n)), where n is 
the cardinality of the subset. L includes the empty string ¢ and strings of unit length, i.e., the 
symbols themselves. 
Let k be the number of sextets in H and let them form the alphabet ~.  The language L~ 
is defined as the set of strings formed from disjoint sextets. That is, ~ consists of strings of 
resonating sextets of all lengths. Clearly, for any hexagonal system, L~ is a subset of L and 
is a subset of ~ .  The number of strings of length i in ~t gives the ith coefficient s(H; i) of the 
sextet polynomial. 
If the number of hexagons h and the number of sextets k are the same, then H is devoid of fixed 
bonds. Thus, it can be deduced that sextets are hexagons without fixed bonds. If k = 0, then H 
is referred to as non-Kekul~an [6], and molecules belonging to this class are highly unstable. 
The length of any string in ~ has bounds 0 < n < N/6, where N is the total number of 
vertices in H. If there exists a string u(~; N/6) for an HS, such a string is unique, i.e., there 
exists only one string of length N/6. Any string with maximal value of n is referred as a Clar 
structure and is of importance in the chemistry of polyhexes [4]. The extent of stability of a 
hexagonal system typically is greater, the greater the length of its Clar structure(s). Hexagonal 
systems with Clar structure of length N/6 are termed 'fully benzenoid systems' and they are 
found to be exceptionally stable [4]. 
In the next two sections, we present an efficient way of representing and enumerating all the 
strings in L, and then we proceed to enumerate he subset L ~ by using appropriate validation 
procedures. 
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2.1. Representat ion of Language L as a Semantic Tree 
The process of generating all the strings of L requires a disjoint-set-union operator '*' along 
with an alphabet Z. It can be seen that any of these strings can be considered as a set of symbols. 
Hence, alphabet redundancy is forbidden and the sequence of occurrence is not important. The 
language L formed from Z using * has the interesting property of transitive closure, i.e., for all 
u, v, ~v E L, uv E L and vw E L imply uw E L. 
For the production of all strings in a systematic manner, the strings of L are represented by a 
semantic tree. A semantic tree is a representation consisting of nodes and links that connect a 
tail node to a head node. Representing L by a semantic tree structure is the first and foremost 
step for solving the problem. 
First, the set of symbols in Z are considered as a linear list in arbitrary order. We define an 
abstract data type called a hex-tree which is a semantic tree [23] structure of finite size. Here 
the nodes of the tree represent strings of different lengths, and links connect nodes that differ 
by unit length. This is a typical disjoint-set-union tree [24] for the alphabet ~. The root node 
of the tree is the empty string ~. The successor of every node is formed from Z using * in the 
chosen order. The leftmost successor corresponds to the first symbol in the list. Every node of 
this tree is then generated by adding all the disjoint symbols that are left in the list from the 
position of the current node's symbol. Hence, the nodes in the n th level of the tree refer to the 
set of strings {u E S I length(u) E n}. This sort of arrangement represents all the strings and is 
devoid of multiple occurrences. 
2.2. Generat ion of the  Hex-Tree  
The construction of the entire semantic tree is accompanied by enumeration, and both of these 
need to be done concomitantly since the number of paths in the search tree explodes exponentially 
with the depth of the tree. The total number of paths in a tree with branching factor b and depth d 
is b d. It can also be seen that the width of the search tree grows more rapidly with the depth. 
But the maximum depth of the tree can be as high as N/6. Accordingly, depth-first traversal of 
the tree should be the ideal choice as the demand for memory is a polynomial function of graph 
size. 
Depth-first traversal of the hex-tree uses a convention that the paths are generated in a left-to- 
right fashion, and the first thing it does is to dash headlong to the bottom of the tree along the 
leftmost branches. It is pursued until further downward motion is impossible. The next step is to 
backtrack to the nearest ancestor node that has an unexplored path. The search will eventually 
end at the root node after generating the rightmost leaf node. This is the ideal choice for the 
hex-tree since, at any given time, the memory requirement of depth-first traversal is a function 
of depth. It can be deduced that its space complexity is O(E). 
Our original intention is to enumerate all the strings of L ~ which are subsets of L. This requires 
pruning of certain branches of the hex-tree, whose nodes represent strings in L - L ~. The resultant 
tree is termed as a sextet ree and it provides one-to-one mapping with the coefficients of S(H; x). 
In Figure 1, we present he structure of the hex-tree for benzperylene, which includes the sextet 
tree, and it is to be noted that the central hexagon itself is not a sextet. 
2.3. Detect ion  of Sextet  Tree Branches 
By definition, any string in L - L ~ contains mutually disjoint but nonresonating hexagons. The 
obvious criterion for detecting resonance is to check for the existence of a perfect matching. But 
this in itself is a difficult problem for a general HS  and cannot be used effectively. 
Alternatively, one can seek for the existence of additional constraints which are necessary for 
the remnant graph to have a perfect matching. These constraints, though not sufficient, can 
prune many of the branches in a hex-tree which are not in the sextet tree. Two constraint seek 
I ' I I  
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Figure 1. Hex-tree for benzperylene. 
procedures can be used after finding a disjoint hexagon, to ensure maximum possibility for the 
current hex-tree branch to be in the sextet ree. 
Let h be a hexagon in a hexagonal system H. Let H - (h) be the remnant graph obtained 
after the removal of h from H. 
CONSTRAINT 2.3.1. If H -  (h) contains isolated vertices (vertices with zero degree), then h is 
nonresonating with the remnant graph. 
CONSTRAINT 2.3.2. Presence of pendant vertices (vertices with unit degree) in the H - (h) 
implies that the hexagon incident to the vertex is not resonating with the current string of 
hexagons. 
Procedures to check for the existence of these two constraints are invoked after the generation 
of each child node. When checking Constraint 2.3.1, if an isolated vertex is encountered, then 
this implies that the current hexagon is not resonating with the rest of the hexagons in the string. 
Hence, the validation procedures can inform the inference mechanism that the present branch is 
not a hex-tree branch and downward motion should be prohibited. When this branch is pruned, 
generation is restarted at the nearest ancestor node with unexplored children nodes. 
When checking Constraint 2.3.2, if a pendant vertex is encountered, the edge incident o that 
vertex is removed from the remnant graph. These are obviously fixed bonds, and can forbid 
the generation of one or more nonsextet tree branches. These two validation procedures can be 
applied iteratively with the remnant graph, until no isolated vertices or pendant bonds are found. 
If a leaf node is encountered, the validation procedures are applied to the remnant graph. If 
no isolated vertex is encountered, the current path from the root to the leaf is a sextet ree path, 
and these nodes are included to generate S(H; x). Confirmation of a sextet ree path is arrived 
only after the successful application of two validation procedures at the leaf node. Any node of 
the hex-tree is taken as a contributor of S(H; x) iff there is at least one descending path to a leaf 
which is successfully validated. 
If H has N vertices and E edges, implementation of these two validation procedures requires 
O((E/N) log N) time keeping the graph adjacency information in a separate array and indexing 
them with respect o their degree at each flame. Generation of each node requires only O(E/N) 
time. In the next section, we present a heuristic technique that acquires knowledge about the 
whole tree by selective generation of a few branches of the sextet tree. This speeds up the 
evaluation of the sextet polynomial to a reasonable xtent. 
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3. LEARNING AND HEURISTIC PRUNING 
The above-described inference mechanism produces all the sextet patterns and generates 
S(H; x) by enumerating the nodes of the sextet ree at various depths. But, for many appli- 
cations, one is not interested in the explicit generation ofsextet patterns, but only their number 
is required. Also it can be seen that many of the paths in the sextet ree are redundant, i.e., their 
strings have the same suffix pattern. We describe a heuristic technique which prunes the redun- 
dant branches by a priori learning [24] of redundant information at selected intelligent branches. 
This can reduce the number of nodes that are to be traversed by the inference mechanism to a 
greater extent and thus reduces the time requirements. 
The pruning heuristic should be applied after the selection of the first disjoint hexagon corre- 
sponding to the left-most child at every node. This child node leads to the intelligent branch which 
is treated ifferently by the inference mechanism for acquiring knowledge about the branches 
that are yet to be traversed. Other nodes are those generated by the inference mechanism in
the manner as described in the previous ection. These intelligent branches are used as bridges 
for bringing back the knowledge that is experienced in the deeper branches to the current level. 
Once the knowledge is acquired, some of the redundant branches that are already learned can be 
pruned. 
The implementation f this heuristic pruning requires ome more memory, but the time com- 
plexity remains the same. The skeleton of the inference mechanism for the sextet ree along 
with the pruning heuristic is given in Table 1 (see the Appendix). The implementation f this 
algorithm adopts the concept of recursion. During every recursive call, a child node is generated 
and when the job is done, backtracking to the previous node occurs. Since the number of chil- 
dren is a variable, multiple calls are made to the same procedure. Direct implementation f this 
pseudo-code r quires a compiler that supports recursion. 
Let the selected isjoint hexagon, in ~,  at depth d be h. Let u be the current string. The 
number of hexagons which are not resonant to h are found at depth d + 1 and stored in a list. 
This information is transferred while backtracking to depth d. Then, instead of ~ ,  this list of 
hexagons alone is considered for choosing disjoint hexagons to form nonintelligent odes. Hence, 
the generation of an intelligent node restricts the number of available choices (i.e., hexagons) for 
other nodes. Other resonating hexagons of u in ~t generate similar branches which are redundant 
with the branches of the intelligent node at depth d + 1. 
This can be verified from Figure 2, which gives a sextet ree of a sample hexagonal system 
and the impact of heuristic pruning on the size of the tree. The thick lines represent bridges 
of knowledge transfer and are connecting an intelligent node to its parent. Thin lines are used 
to connect he normal (nonintelligent) nodes to their parents. The dashed lines represent the 
branches that are pruned by the heuristic using the knowledge learned in the intelligent node. 
Crossed lines represent blind alleys. Hence, the contribution of pruned branches to S(H; x) are 
acquired at each node at the depth d while traversing the intelligent node at the depth d + 1. So, 
a large number of branches are pruned using this heuristic, and size of the tree actually traversed 
is reduced significantly. The branching factor of the sextet ree is a function of the total number 
of hexagons in HS, but the tree actually traversed by the inference ngine has almost constant 
branching factor. 
4. POSSIBLE EXTENSIONS 
The algorithm discussed above can work for general hexagonal systems in which all the funda- 
mental rings are hexagons. But for large systems, a modified efinition is given for S(H; x) with 
a novel concept of supersextet. In order to evaluate the contributions due to supersextet, a minor 
modification had to be done. In the list of hexagons in E, one has to include the supersextet as
part of the symbol ist. The same algorithm works without any further modifications. But the 
contribution of supersextets to the stability of hexagonal systems remains an open question, and 
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Figure 2. Sextet ree for benzperylene. 
it is interesting to check for the answer in very large graphs. If one is interested in computing 
S(H; x) for a generalized hexagonal system that includes systems like coronoids, fullerenes, etc., 
then further modification is required, because, for a generalized hexagonal system, a remnant 
graph with no isolated vertex or hexagons does not necessarily possess a perfect matching. 
APPENDIX  
Table 1. Algorithm in Pseudo for the generation of sextet polynomials of hexagonal 
systems. 
Procedure TRAVERSE ( GRAPH 
VAR 
VAR DEPTH : 
VAR RESULT : 
VAR NODE : 
Adjacency table of Remnant graph 
List of hexagons 
Depth of the node 
Array of S(H;x) coefficients 
set of sextets and pendant edges 
VAR 
RESULT-I-, RESULT-LEARN 
RESULT-NI 
HEX-LIST 
NEW-NODE 
Same type as RESULT 
Linear array of type RESULT 
Same type as 
Save as NODE 
BEGIN 
Search for a disjoint hexagon h from 
IF h exists THEN 
BEGIN 
NEW-NODE = NODE + h; 
NEW-GRAPH = GRAPH - h; 
HEX-LIST = Same type as 
initialize RESULT, RESULT-I, RESULT-NI, RY_~ULT-LEARN, TO 0. 
REPEAT 
IF there exists an isolated vertex EX IT  // CONSTRAINT  1 
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I F  there exists a pendant vertex THEN 
BEGIN 
Remove the pendent edge e and add to NODE set 
update NEW-GRAPH 
Add the hexagon incident e to NEW-NODE 
END 
UNTIL  no pendant vertex is found 
TRAVERSE (NEW-GRAPH, ]E, DEPTH+I, RESULT-I,  NEW-NODE) 
Acquire informat ion regarding the number of branches 
in the I -NODE to RESULT-LEARN 
FOR each h in the HEX-LIST DO 
BEGIN 
NEW-NODE = NODE + h;  
NEW-GRAPH = GRAPH - h ;  
HEX-L IST = List of hexagons incident to h 
in i t ia l ize RESULT-LEARN, RESULT-NI,  RESULT-LEARN TO 0 
REPEAT 
IF  there exists no isolated vertex THEN // CONSTRAINT 1 
BEGIN 
I F  there exists a pendent vertex THEN 
BEGIN 
Remove the pendent edge • and add to NODE set update NEW-GRAPH 
Add the hexagon incident e to NEW-NODE 
ENDIF 
ENDIF 
UNTIL  no pendent  vertex is found 
TRAVERSE (NEW-GRAPH, ~, DEPTH+l, RESULT-NI[h],  NEW-NODE) 
ENDFOR; 
ENDIF  
ELSE if there is no isolated vertex THEN 
RESULT = ADD RESULT-I ,  RESULT-LEARN, RESULT-NI;  
END. 
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